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In 1997 I published an article titled “The Conversion of the Physical World: The Creation of a Christian Landscape.”¹ In keeping with the goals of the conversion volume in which it appeared, I emphasized ways medieval Christians converted their inherited sacred landscapes. This was an important process. Of Martin of Tours (d. 397) it was said, “In every place where he destroyed a pagan shrine, he immediately built a church or monastery”;² of Boniface (d. 754), that through his efforts “the pagan temples and gods were overthrown and churches were built in their stead”;³ of Sturm (d. 779), that he “seized every opportunity to impress upon the Saxons in his preaching that they should forsake idols and images, accept the Christian faith, destroy the temples of the gods, cut down the groves and build sacred churches.”⁴ The pagan temples themselves would have survived this transition if, as suggested by Gregory I in his famous letter of 601 to Mellitus, missionaries had exorcized the buildings and rededicated them “from the service of devils to the worship of the true God.”⁵ Many Christian sacred sites certainly relate to older pagan sacralities.⁶

Now, however, I find myself dissatisfied with that essay. Its perspective can be too easily misinterpreted. It might suggest that Christian sacred geography can be largely understood as an inheritance from earlier religions. Scholars have claimed that whereas paganism was originally rooted in geography, Christianity was not.⁷ Some have assumed that Christian sacred geography must necessarily have pagan roots.⁸ If this becomes a
preliminary assumption, then it is virtually impossible to recognize any distinctively Christian landscape. Therefore it might be a useful exercise to attempt to analyze Christian sacred geography by putting aside temporarily all notions of “pagan survivals” and looking instead at elements of Christian originality.

A way to envision medieval Christians as the creators of their sacred landscapes is suggested by the work of William A. Christian, Jr., a student of modern and contemporary Spanish popular religion. In his 1996 study *Visionaries: The Spanish Republic and the Reign of Christ* he devotes a whole chapter to the “sacred landscapes” that developed in the 1930s out of a Basque efflorescence of Marian visions. He uses eyewitness accounts, press reports, and dated photographs to create an almost week-by-week record of how, over a three-year period, visionaries at Ezkioga “discovered aspects of the place to be sacred.” At first the original seers saw the Blessed Virgin “up the mountain” or “in the sky.” Then gradually the contours of the sacred site coalesced. A neighboring priest, a devotee of Lourdes, led the seers to various points on the hill. The visions became localized on trees—first on apple trees, then on a small oak grove. One of the oaks was converted into a cross. As more people became seers, and had more complex visions, “they reached a consensus on location that provided a center for [a sort of] . . . hillside arena.” Photographs located “the site” with increasing precision. It became more churchlike, with its own decorum and protocol. An enclosure was built for the seers. Paths were cut in an attempt to turn the whole hill into a series of stations of the cross. After the four semiofficial trees had been damaged by souvenir gatherers, a chapel built next to them became the new center of attention. One of the seers found a spring, whose waters were then channeled so that they flowed into the chapel, issuing directly behind the pedestal of a statue of Mary. Although ultimately this cult was to be undermined by ecclesiastical and governmental disapproval, it offers an excellent example of how a site can be remodeled into a more perfect landscape. The devotees improved upon nature by blazing paths, channeling a spring, isolating and then cutting down trees, and so forth. They chose among various alternatives, evaluating their own unique experiences in the light of their knowledge of accepted sites such as Lourdes and Fatima.

This sort of active engagement with the sacred landscape is not unique. Similar stories could be told about Apparition Hill near Medjugorje in
Bosnia.\textsuperscript{10} Even my own hometown of Lubbock, Texas, boasts an analogue, a small outdoor shrine featuring classical Marian symbols, built in 1988 after visionary excitement at Saint John Neumann’s Parish.\textsuperscript{11}

Did medieval people shape sacred geography in similar ways? One way to answer this question is to look at examples of how they related to several general types of awesome landscape: (1) the paradisiacal \textit{locus amoenus}, (2) the accursed \textit{locus horribilis}, and (3) the “sacred center” where heaven and earth meet. Although medieval texts offer less detailed information than the sources William Christian studied, they do indicate that medieval sacred landscapes were actively developed.

**The Locus Amoenus**

The \textit{locus amoenus}—the pleasant, lovely place—is a literary topos made famous by Ernst Curtius, who claimed in his monumental study \textit{European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages} that “from the Empire to the sixteenth century, it forms the principal motif of all nature description.” He believed that Roman pastoral poets had created the \textit{locus amoenus} out of Greek descriptions of ideal landscapes featuring springs, birds, trees or woods, and a contrasting frame such as a rocky gorge or a mountain.\textsuperscript{12} In Roman paganism these constituent elements could have had individual significance, with groves, springs, clusters of rock, and other potentially awe-inspiring features all boasting their own attendant spirits.\textsuperscript{13} Yet these were most impressive in combination. Historians of religion have observed that, cross-culturally, a spatial image embodying completeness, solitude, and even paradisiacal resonance can be created by juxtaposing mountains, water, trees, and grottos.\textsuperscript{14}

Medieval Christian writers described such paradisiacal sites as the natural abodes of hermits and monks.\textsuperscript{15} It is said of Conuuoionus (d. 868), the first abbot of Redon in Brittany, that “wishing to devote his labour to true wisdom, he sought a place of solitude in the region of Vannes called Redon, situated near the curve of two noble rivers. This same place is, in fact, reckoned so outstanding in its natural position that it surpasses the other settlements of Gaulish Britain in beauty, surrounded by mountains with their steep slopes close to the sky—as if by some kind of wall—and the most pleasant land provides gifts of all good things... [a place] predestined by God from eternity that it should forever be a house of prayer.”\textsuperscript{16} Peter Damian tells how the young Romuald (d. circa 1027), whenever he went
hunting and entered a *locus amoenus* in the woods, would feel his soul burn with desire for the desert, and would be saying within himself, “Oh, how well hermits could live in these recesses of the forest, how perfectly they would be able to contemplate quietly here, away from all the disturbance of worldly noise.”17 Such sites were considered natural locations for contemplatives because, as Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 1153) wrote to Henry Murdoch, “Believe me who have experience, you will find more [by] labouring amongst the woods than you ever will amongst books. Woods and stones will teach you what you can never hear from any master. Do you imagine you cannot suck honey from the rocks and oil from the hardest stone; that the mountains do not drop sweetness and the hills flow with milk and honey; that the valleys are not filled with corn?”18

Yet medieval people were firmly convinced that even a *locus amoenus* could be improved. Pre-Christian sacred sites had featured man-made wells as well as natural springs; the sacred groves had often benefited from careful tending.19 So it was with Christian “paradises.” Note, for example, how the idyllic description of the monastery of Jumièges, presented by the eighth-century *Vita Philiberti*, segues effortlessly from Paradise to pig farming: “Jumièges is properly named Gemmeticum because it shines with diverse ornament in the manner of gems. Here is the forest foliage of leafy branches, here the many fruits of trees; on that side the most fertile earth is pleasing, there is meadow grass with its blades. Here are the sweet-smelling flowers of the gardens; there abounds the clustered fruit of the grapevines, which in brimming goblets gives a reddish glow to Falernian wine. Girded everywhere with waters, the splendid field is pleasing, suitable for the pasturage of pigs, yielding milk-bearing flocks, apt for different kinds of hunting, harmonious with the song of birds.”20

When Rudesindus (d. 977) of Dumio, in today’s northern Portugal, decided to leave the world, “It was revealed to him . . . as he was praying that . . . he should take up the monastic life . . . [at a place] assigned to him by God.” After he saw it he rejoiced, because this “Villaris was part of the estate of his grandparents, and was located in a pleasant valley, filled with fountains and little streams, and suitable for bringing forth flowers, produce, and herbs, as well as fruit-bearing trees.”21 Rudesindus’s predestined site was pleasant actually and potentially, ready to be improved by the saint and his future followers.

Nature and culture work together especially well in the description of the monastery of Thorney, in the diocese of Ely, offered by William of
Malmesbury (d. 1143). William portrays Thorney as “an image of Paradise” in its groves, plants, and fields, a place where “not even the least portion of land is left vacant. Here the earth raises up fruit-bearing trees; there a field is adorned with vines, which either crawl on the earth or rise on high by means of trellises. In a mutual competition between nature and cultivation, the latter produces whatever the former forgets.” Additional ancient and medieval parallels could be cited. It seems to have been generally accepted that human improvements could enhance natural paradises.

THE LOCUS HORRIBILIS

Another model, equally awesome, is the locus horribilis. This is the opposite of Paradise, a blighted landscape, a place of horror, vast solitude, and impassability, abounding in savage beasts and demons. It is biblical wilderness, as in, for example, Deuteronomy’s depiction of Moses “in a desert land in a place of horror and vast wilderness” (32:16), or Isaiah’s description of the doom in store for Babylon and Edom, where all will be reduced to ruins, wild beasts, nettles, thistles—a desolation so great that even Arabs will stay away (13:20–21, 34:13–15). In such a desert Christ himself spent time with the wild beasts (Mark 1:13). There lived the prophets, who were “wandering in deserts, in mountains, and in dens, and in caves of the earth” (Hebrews 11:38). Curtius did not discuss the locus horribilis presumably because it is not a classical image. Yet today’s ecclesiastical historians recognize it as a hagiographical commonplace, one especially popular in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Although some scholars have been tempted to draw conclusions about the significance of the relative prominence of the locus horribilis and locus amoenus in different medieval centuries, it may be safer to envision these contrasting Semitic and Hellenistic emphases as a double heritage, interwoven from biblical times onward.

According to hagiography, monastic founders and hermits sought out loci horribiles filled with beasts, demons, and impassable forests. For example, Bede (d. 735) describes how Chad (d. 672), bishop of the East Saxons, when asked to found the monastery that became Lastingham, “chose for himself a site for the monastery amid some steep and remote hills which seemed better fitted for the haunts of robbers and the dens of wild beasts than for human habitation; so that, as Isaiah says, ‘In the habitations where once dragons lay, shall be grass with reeds and rushes [Isaiah 35:7],’ that is, the fruit of good works shall spring up where beasts once dwelt or where
men lived after the manner of beasts." Likewise, Adso of Montier-en-Der (d. 992), in his vita of Frodoberthus, the seventh-century founder of Montier-la-Celle, relates: "There was a place, part of the royal land holdings, which nevertheless, as it was said, was more suitable for beasts and serpents than men. Frodoberthus . . . fortified by divine help, sought out the horrible foulnesses of the place, and, things having been begun from the beginning, he prepared a suitable space for a habitation after he had uprooted the brush and drained the pools. There, once he had constructed a little cell and oratory, he lived in relative solitude with just a few brothers, dedicated to divine contemplation and always busy with angelic actions."  

The first surviving vita of the seventh-century hermit Rodingus, the founder of Beaulieu-en-Argonne, written by Richard of Saint-Vannes (d. 1045), describes how "in his old age Rodingus wanted to withdraw into solitude, so that, remote from human companionship, he might more freely focus the eye of his mind on divine contemplation. . . . he went out of the monastery and withdrew into a place of horror and vast solitude . . . not far from the monastery, hiding in the thickets of the forest (it is uncertain exactly where he lived but it was about a mile and a half away)." At night Rodingus would sometimes visit his old monastery and correct whatever needed fixing. In the eleventh century the monks of Beaulieu-en-Argonne were themselves able to tie up some loose ends. In a closely related but slightly later second vita, the hermitage of Rodingus is located and available for tours. Presumably the monks were exhibiting a credible locus horribilis that corresponded to the hermitage data of the first vita.  

Although medieval authors saw spiritual value in blighted wilderness, they also believed that it could and should be transformed. At Reichenau, thanks to the efforts of Pirmin (d. before 754), "in a short time what was deformed became straight, what was uncultivated became pleasant [amoena], what was foul became beautiful." Judocus (seventh century), in a section new to his unpublished early-eleventh-century Fleury life, looked for a solitary hermitage in some horrid, out-of-the-way spot, not fearing the wiles of the devil—but there he found a locus amoenus. The way the white monks conquered their wildernesses is lovingly related in Cistercian narratives, especially in Bernard’s descriptions of the transformations his monks wrought at Clairvaux and in Citeaux’s foundation legends.  

Yet the Cistercians could also create wilderness. Constance Berman, in close studies of the acquisition records of the Cistercian foundations of southern France, has demonstrated that the forests were largely cleared and
settled by the time the Cistercians arrived on the scene. What they did was to reorganize the land. Cistercians evicted peasants or recruited them as lay brothers. Their “rural renewal” programs created parish-size granges with no tenants except for the monks and the brothers; they made landscapes into “paradises” by developing broad fields, irrigated meadows, fishponds, and great stone barns. Cistercian pastoralism consolidated grazing rights, helping to convert uplands into territories that more closely approximated “vast solitudes.” All in all, Cistercians in southern France were more likely to be preserving forests than clearing them. Cistercian practices elsewhere appear to have been similar.\textsuperscript{15}

It was also possible to create artificial wilderness. Although real wildernesses of “horror and vast solitude” can effectively induce religious fear and trembling, such places are impractical for pious gatherings just because of their inherent isolation. Rural shrines generally had to be situated near population centers, both in the pre-Christian\textsuperscript{16} and in the Christian world.\textsuperscript{37} Nevertheless, they could still evoke the symbolic value of wilderness in their entrances: Mary Lee Nolan concluded, after attempting to catalogue all contemporary Western European pilgrimages, that even though “only about six percent of the shrines are difficult of access in the sense that they can be visited only by hiking for an hour or more at a brisk pace,” nevertheless quite “common” are “winding access roads and short trails to the shrine sites.”\textsuperscript{38} Even in today’s world of auto and bus transportation, parking facilities are usually kept far enough away from the pilgrimage goal so that a short walk through trees, rocks, and miscellaneous votive offerings can give some hint of a more awesome, less everyday world.

THE SACRED CENTER

A third category of sacred place is the “sacred center,” a general concept that can subsume the two wilderness images already discussed and others besides. This model describes a sacred landscape in terms of relationships rather than of specific morphological features. A sacred center links earth and heaven, the human and the divine. Thus it combines a symbolic physical point with its associated social and religious constructs. Crowds of pilgrims and worshipers are part of this kind of sacred landscape, often the most significant part.

Pilgrimage centers have drawn the most attention. For Mircea Eliade, every pilgrimage shrine was the archetype of a sacred center, a point where
heaven and earth meet, where time stands still, where the transcendent can be touched.39 Victor and Edith Turner, more concerned with the pilgrimage experience itself than with its actual goal, put the human relationships around such centers into sharper focus, emphasizing *communitas*, a social leveling associated with pilgrimage.40 Later anthropologists have often found more hierarchical reinforcement than *communitas.*41 Although such debates highlight the constructed nature of the pilgrimage experience, they tend to neglect the phenomenological character of the pilgrims’ goal.

The obvious problem with the sacred-center concept is its breadth. If, as Eliade claimed, sacred centers are places where heaven and earth touch, then this model potentially describes a universe of religious symbols ranging from the relatively natural to the entirely constructed. Of course, religious significance is often attributed to certain natural features such as awesome vistas. Archaeological evidence suggests that in Iron Age Europe high places were increasingly utilized for religious purposes. The Roman world had many hilltop sanctuaries, some of which Christianity managed to absorb—it will suffice to recall the temple of Apollo that became Benedict’s monastery on Monte Cassino or the shrines to the archangel Michael developed on Monte Gargano and on Mont-Saint-Michel. Or what of caves, special openings through which the miraculous might come forth? Sites such as Patrick’s Purgatory are most famous, but dozens of local caves, associated with real or apocryphal hermits, also had Christian resonance.

On the other hand, buildings could also be sacred centers. Great stone churches with their buzzing bells can dominate landscape and make the sacred present. Because we are accustomed to seeing grand churches in the European landscape, we tend to forget what a creative adaptation they were. Prior to Christianity, northern Europeans needed relatively little ecclesiastical architecture to worship on hills or in groves; early Christians used house churches that looked like conventional residences; in many regions, throughout the early Middle Ages, rural churches were undistinguished private churches and chapels attached to lords’ halls. Even in early medieval cities, all but the greatest ecclesiastical buildings would not have exceeded the height of the towers of Roman walls. It was in the tenth and eleventh centuries, according to recent archaeological studies, that many wooden churches were rebuilt in stone; the millennial “new white garment of churches,” famously invoked by Rodulfus Glaber, seems to witness increased concern for the Christianization of the landscape.42

The wayside cross is a particularly good example of a sacred center.
Crosses set up on hills, at crossroads, or on other significant sites were far more than simple territorial markers—they linked heaven and earth. Particularly illuminating here is an anecdote in Huneberc’s late-eighth-century Vita Willibaldi, where she describes how the future saint Willibald, then a three-year-old child “at the doors of death,” was taken by his parents and offered up “before the holy cross of our Lord and Savior. And this they did, not in a church but at the foot of a cross, such as it is the custom for nobles and wealthier men of the Saxon people to have erected on some prominent spot in their estates, dedicated to our Lord and held in great reverence for the convenience of those who wish to pray before it. There before the cross they laid him.” They vowed to offer him as an oblate to a monastery if he should recover, and so it was done.\footnote{We may be tempted to imagine such crosses as great Celtic stone monuments like the Ruthwell Cross, but most were probably wood. It was around a wooden cross in 634 that the saintly King Oswald of Northumbria chose to fight his first decisive battle.\footnote{Such crosses would have dominated the English countryside until the Reformation. It was at a roadside cross on Midsummer Eve in 1413 that Marjery Kempe and her husband prayed after having finally negotiated their mutual vow of chastity.\footnote{On the continent, wayside crosses were also prominent. The early medieval monks of Saint-Wandrille in Normandy dotted the land with them to mark the sites of miracles.\footnote{The eighth-century “heretic” Aldebertus, whom Boniface opposed, planted chapels and crosses at fields and springs.\footnote{Indeed, throughout Christendom crosses could be found, albeit with abundant local variations.\footnote{They are a revealing type of “sacred center” because, although they were artificially constructed, they utilized special sites such as hills and crossroads—numinous, liminal places—and they gained visibility from the people who stopped and prayed.}}}}}}

CONCLUSION

Although Christian sacred sites may often have had pagan antecedents, this was not the whole story. Under Christianity sacred places continued to multiply in ways that had increasingly little to do with paganism. Even after the old gods were long dead, people still wanted to impose religious values on the physical world. If a place was not formally Christianized, its power remained religiously dubious. Ælfric (d. circa 1010), abbot of Eynsham near Oxford, warned in one of his homilies, “No Christian man is allowed
to fetch his health from any stone, nor from any tree unless it is the holy cross sign [rode-tacen], nor from any place unless it is the holy house of God. The one who does otherwise falls into heathen worship [haethengild]."49 This could be read narrowly as a command to reject pagan sites in favor of crosses and relics, and indeed in Aelfric's day there were still some unconverted Vikings loose in England. But Aelfric's warning has a broader corollary: If you want to use natural sacralities, be sure they have positive Christian dedications. The logical consequence of this mentality is an ongoing tendency toward the maximum possible Christianization of the landscape, toward that proliferation of shrines and dedications that Edward Muir labeled "the ubiquity of the sacred."50

In regard to the Eskioga Marian apparitions, William Christian concluded that: "journalists, photographers, priests, and pilgrim believers, as well as the visionaries themselves, all had a hand in the composition of a new landscape as part of a new shrine. . . . In this process the landscape itself was not an unchanging given. It was modified, bent to suit the needs of the humans and the divine. And as the iconography and the sacred ecology of the nascent shrine developed, there seemed to be a tendency to make it both similar enough to other shrines so as to be recognizable and useful, and different enough so as to be new and attractive."51

The same processes appear to have operated in medieval sacred places. Modern mass communications may potentially accelerate these developments, but in the Middle Ages, when divine events erupted into the world, pilgrims, taletellers, and preachers seem to have been able to spread the word efficiently enough. People had expectations about sacred places. Pilgrim guides and pilgrims knew what to look for. Paradises, wildernesses, and sacred centers were developed accordingly. Sacred landscapes are misunderstood if we see them as primordial inherited heirophanies, natural revelations of the sacred. They were also, and perhaps primarily, Christian artifact.
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